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Special Analysis 

EL SALVADOR: The Military Balance 

nu}•ing the last several monthsJ the insurgent.:; hauc inc1\·.,;r.£1t:?
l:~l .:!er,1onstr>ated a capatility to overrun small towns and 1'.so!-a"!.;.-~d 1.·.·/r:.-·-
1~ .• ;.ry ga.r1~isonsJ ther>eby inflicting heavier losses on ~1ove1•nr::cHf . 
. ~'crsonnfll. '!he A.Y'n?'!.f has responded again with Zarge-s.?a.Z.e swci·:p o,;:,::•,1-
t{ons against euer.ir>illa striongholds. These ac·t1.:ons continue l(' hnn1· 
i{t·tl-c lastin:7 impaa.tJ hou.Jever, and the government has litti..c i'l\-'8-

f1ca·!.: OJ~ substantially weakening insuPgent resistance bc~rore t:he 
.;?.eeiio·~s in i\1aPch 1984. The goverrunent probabl.y hopes th.al, ;,'·1: !..!1 
."1vnt!..nucd. US assistance,, it aan at least regain the in-!.ti'.at:~:1>(: C:h·1· 
L·hc nc.~:t year. ~ 

' 
Some 3,500 government troops were killed or wounded 

in 1982, an increase of more than· 20 percent from the 
previous year.- Losses have been particularly high since 
mid-October, when the insurgents began a series of offen
sives that are continuing sporadically . ..(S--NF') 

The insurgents also have captured large 
prisoners, including over 250 in late 1982. 
quently released the prisoners in an attempt 
the military's willingness to fight. J..S-Nff} 

numbers of 
They subse
to weaken 

In addition, government forces conceded insurgent 
control, at least temporarily, over large areas of eastern 
Chalatenango and northern Morazan Departments. This has 
strengthened the morale of the guerrillas, who claim some 
of these areas are "liberated." The insurgents also 
have seized upon recent political infighting in the 
Constituent Assembly and the officer corps to underscore 
the disunity in San Salvador. lS--NF) 

Persistent Problems 

The government has failed to take full advantage of 
the strengthening of the armed forces over the past year 
to gain a military advantage. The Air Force now has 
18 UH-lH helicopters and six A-37 counterinsurgency 
aircraft, and the Army has two new us-trained and two 
Venezuelan-trained battalions--bringing total military 
and security personnel to more than 30,000. The new units, 
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however, have been used primarily in major operat.i-6.ns 
that have. failed to weaken the guerrillas sign~,£lcantly. 

~) (b)(3) NatSecAct 

The military's ability to capitalize on the improve
ments is hindered by poor leadership, inadequate training, 
and the continuation of a garrison rnentality. Many depart
mental commanders still are appointed more .'or their poli t
ical loyalty than for their command ability. Competent 
officers are sometimes removed because of their opposition 
to the top leadership, as illustrated by the r~nt re
bellion led by Lieutenant Colonel Ochoa. ~F) 

New recruits still serve only 18 months and, because 
there is no standard training, units are often committed 
to combat prematurely. In areas of insurgent strength, 
there also is a reluctance to conduct aggressive small
unit patrolling because of fear of guerrilla ambushes. 

~ 
Guerrilla Gains 

The insurgents appear to have at least maintained 
their personnel strength over the past year. They may 
even have increased it somewhat to as many as 4 ,000 t·o 
6,000 armed regulars. ~ 

The guerrillas also continued to receive arms via 
Nicaragua, with air delivery receiving high priority 
because of Honduran and Salvadoran land and sea interdic
tion efforts. As a result of the adequate supplies of 
arms, the insurgents apparently have been able to make 
better use of their 5,000 to 10,000 local militia and 
other suppo~t personnel for offensive operations. ~ 

In addition, the insurgents have improved cooperation 
recently among their different factions, resulting in 
more joint operations and better coord~nation of offen
sive plans. Serious rivalries remain, however, particu
larly between the two largest factions. One still favors 
a prolonged war and prefers small-unit operations, while 
the other believes large-scale attack·s are needed to 
touch off a spontaneous popular revolt. (5 NE I 

Outlook 

Without the aid they have received from the UG over 
the past several years, the armed forces might already 
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have lost the war. To prevent the guerrillas from making 
major gains, continued aid at least at ~he current level 
will be necessary to offset Cuban and Nicaraguan support 
for the insurgents. Moreover, without 4n amnesty proposal 
and a serious civic action program, the !government appea·rs 
to have little chance permanently to reduce insurgent 
control over specific regions~ ~ 

To regain the military initiative ~nd provide 
adequate security for isolated towns, the Army would 
have to adopt more aggressive patrolling and mount hit
and-run raids. This would require effeCtive small-unit 
leadership, better use of intelligence, i improved mobility, 
and better coordinati~~ ~)forces--factbrs still lacking 
in many operations~ _v.--~~, 

Such changes, however, are likely jto come slowly. 
Even if the military leadership manages to stick together 
over the next year, the Army will be h~rd pressed to 
do more than hold its own until the eleictions. ~ 
-C [ 1 > 9:[111, J::J/·1 -
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